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MOBILE COMMUNICATION TERMINAL INCLUDING TWO LAMPS FOR

INCOMING CALL NOTIFICATION AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING GPS

SERVICES USING THE SAME

PRIORITY

5 This application claims priority to an application entitled "MOBILE

COMMUNICATION TERMINAL INCLUDING TWO LAMPS FOR INCOMING CALL

NOTIFICATION AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING GPS SERVICES USING THE

SAME", filed in the Korean Industrial Property Office on January 21, 2003 and assigned

Serial No. 2003-4046, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

1 0 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . Field ofthe Invention

The present invention relates to a mobile communication terminal and a method for

providing services for the mobile communication terminal, and more particularly to a

display device ofa mobile communication terminal and a method for providing services for

15 the mobile communication terminal, which promotes users' convenience while providing

various kinds of services.

2. Description of the Related Art

Fig. 1 is an exemplary block diagram showing the configuration of a general mobile

communication terminal. Referring to Fig. a controller 100 of the mobile terminal

20 performs and controls processes for implementing, various functions including a GPS

(Global Positioning System) function, as well as a telephone communication function and a

wireless Internet access function. A memory 102 includes a ROM (Read Only Memory), a
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RAM (Random Access Memory), and a flash RAM. The ROM stores various reference data

and micro codes of a program for implementing the processing and control by the controller

1 00. The RAM serves as a working memory ofthe controller 100. The flash RAM provides

a storage region for storing various updatable backup data including multimedia data,

5 A voice processing section 104 connected to the controller 100 performs processing

for telephone communication, voice recording, and outputting of an incoming call

notification sound, etc., through a microphone MIC and a speaker SPK. A display section

106 displays received data or information desired to be currently displayed. A key input

section 1 08 includes number keys from 1 to 1 0 and various function keys such as a menu key,

10 a call transmission key, a delete key, a call termination/power-off key, and volume up/down

keys, and special keys such as * and #, and provides key input data according to the user's

selection to the controller 100. A wireless communication module 110 performs processes

for receiving and transmitting wireless signals from and to a mobile communication network

through an antenna.

1 5 Notably, mobile communication terminals of the prior art include only one lamp for

incoming call notification. The function of the lamp is limited to display for incoming call

notification and display of a call connection status. Thus, the mobile communication

terminals ofthe prior art cannot support services ofmobile communication terminals that are

increasingly diversified. For example, a GPS service called "Nate Drive" is currently

20 provided by a service provider "SK telecom" in Korea, which provides GPS information

through voice prompts and visual prompts via a LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen of a

mobile phone. However, the GPS information voice prompts may be confiised with or

obscured by peripheral sounds, such as music or noise caused by vehicle operation. The
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LCD screen ofthe phone is too small to provide additional navigation direction information

because there is already lots of existing information, such as a map to be displayed on the

LCD screen. Thus, it is necessary to develop a new unit for indicating navigation directions

in a mobile communication terminal. If a lamp for incoming call notification is used as a

5 separate display section, other than the voice and the LCD screen, for providing services

such as a GPS service which need to provide information indicating two navigation

directions, it will be possible to provide a GPS service with an improved visibility.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been made to meet such demand, and it is an object of the

10 present invention to provide a mobile communication terminal including two lamps for

incoming call notification and a method for providing a GPS service using the mobile

communication terminal, which can support increasingly-diversified services of mobile

communication terminals and, particularly, which allows the two lamps to be applied in

providing services such as a GPS service which nieed to provide information indicating two

1 5 navigation directions.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a mobile communication

terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification and a method for providing a

GPS service using the mobile commvmication terminal, which promotes users' individuality

and convenience using two lamps for incoming call notification.

20 It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a mobile communication

terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification and a method for providing a

GPS service using the mobile communication terminal, wherein the two lamps for incoming
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call notification are applied in displaying GPS information, so as to accurately provide GPS

information to the user even when it is difficult to discriminate voice information, for

example, due to noise existing in a corresponding vehicle.

In accordance with the present invention, the above and other objects can be

5 accomplished by the provision of a mobile communication terminal including two lamps for

incoming call notification extemally mounted on the mobile communication terminal, each

of the lamps including a light emitting element, and display control means internally

mounted on the mobile communication terminal for controlling the two lamps.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

10 The above and other objects, features and other advantages of the present invention

will be more clearly understood firom the following detailed description taken in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an exemplary block diagram showing the configuration of a general mobile

communication terminal;

1 5 Fig. 2 is an exemplary view showing a mobile communication terminal including

two lamps for incoming call notification according to the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a detailed block diagram showing a display section of the mobile

communication terminal which includes two lamps for incoming call notification;

Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing the procedure ofa method for providing a GPS service

20 using a mobile communication terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification,

according to an embodiment of the present invention;
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Figs. 5a and 5b are examples of the GPS service being provided using a mobile

communication terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification, according to the

present invention; and

Figs. 6a and 6b are other examples ofthe GPS service being provided using a mobile

5 communication terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification, according to the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Now, preferred embodiments ofthe present invention will be described in detail with

reference to the annexed drawings. In the following description, a detailed description of

10 known functions and configurations incorporated herein will be omitted to avoid making the

subject matter of the present invention unclear.

Fig. 2 is an exemplary view showing a mobile communication terminal including

two lamps for incoming call notification according to the present invention. As shown in Fig.

2, the mobile communication terminal includes two lamps for incoming call notification,

15 21-1 and 21-2, and also includes an external display window 22 and an antenna section 23.

When the present invention is applied to a folder-type mobile communication

terminal, as shovra in Fig. 2, having a front folder 24 that includes a center hinge arm 26. The

front and rear folders ofthe terminal are mechanically connected by a hinge device. The two

lamps 21-1 and 21-2 which are located at left and right-side hinge arms 28, respectively, of

20 the rear folder of the terminal having an internal space of predetermined dimensions

therebetween, so that the two lamps 21-1 and 21-2 can be seen even when the folder is

opened.
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When the present invention is applied to a flip-type mobile communication temiinal,

the two lamps are located at left and right sides, respectively, above a LCD section of a

terminal case.

Fig. 3 is a detailed block diagram showing the display section of the mobile

5 communication terminal which includes two lamps for incoming call notification.

The display section 106 (Fig. 1) of the mobile communication terminal includes a

display control module 31, first and second display windows 32 and 33, and two lamps 34

and 35 for incoming call notification. The display control module 31 controls the operation

of each display element according to control signals from the controller 100. The first

10 display window 32 is located inside the folder to display a main phone screen. The second

display window 33 is located outside the folder to display additional information, such as the

present time.

According to the embodiment of the present invention, the mobile communication

device includes the two display windows 32 and 33 and two lamps 34 and 35 for incoming

1 5 call notification, but it is possible to omit the second. display window 33.

The display control module 31 controls the overall operation of the first and second

display windows 32 and 33, and the two lamps 34 and 35 for incoming call notification. The

following description of the embodiment of the present invention focuses on the functions

and control signals of the two lamps 34 and 35.

20 The mobile communication terminal includes two lamps for incoming call

notification, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, can be applied to provide various services through the

two lamps. By controlling the emission operation of the two lamps when an incoming call
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notification or an outgoing call origination occurs, the mobile communication terminal can

satisfy the user's desires to express his or her individuality, like a 40-harmonic bell sound

and a color ring sound. For example, the display control module 3 1 can control the operation

of the two, i.e. left and right, lamps 34 and 35 in such a manner that the two lamps blink

5 alternately when an incoming call termination or an outgoing call origination occurs. When

each of the two lamps 34 and 35 is composed of light emitting elements of each capable of

emitting various colors, the two lamps may be controlled to change their colors, while

blinking altemately.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing the procedure ofa method for providing a GPS service

10 using a mobile communication terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification,

according to another embodiment of the present invention.

Firstly, the mobile communication terminal receives GPS information firom a GPS

service provider at step 401. A general GPS service is provided using received GPS

information in such a manner that a map and a navigation arrow indicating a left-tum or

15 right-tum are displayed on the LCD display window, while providing an audio voice signal

of the corresponding information. According to the present invention, when the right-tum

or left-turn arrow is displayed, the two (left and right) lamps 34 and 35 emit light in concert

with the display of the arrow, improving visibility of GPS information at step 402.

On the other hand, since an incoming call may be received even while receiving the

20 GPS information, the terminal checks whether an incoming call signal for establishing a call

connection is received by the terminal at step 403. When an incoming call signal is not

received by the terminal, the terminal continues to receive the GPS information or stays in

a standby state, whereas when an incoming call signal is received by the terminal, the
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terminal checks whether the two lamps for incoming call notification are currently

displaying the GPS information at step 404.

When one of the two lamps is currently displaying the GPS information (e.g.

right-turn or left-turn information), the lamp that currently is not displaying the GPS

5 information is controlled to emit light of a different color at step 406. For example, when the

first lamp 34 of the two lamps currently emits green light, for example through a green light

emitting diode (LED), for providing the GPS information, the second lamp 35 emits red

light, for example through a red LED, for incoming call notification. The lamps may be

activated, combined with the generation of a bell sound notifying an incoming call

10 termination.

When the checked result of step 404 is that neither of the two lamps are currently

displaying the GPS information, the two lamps operate in a normal incoming call

notification mode at step 405. In detail, when an incoming call termination occurs, the left

and right lamps blink alternately, or only one ofthe two lamps emits light.

1 5 According to the present invention, an external display device, interconnected with

the two lamps for incoming call notification, may be mounted on a cradle or a separate

external device in a vehicle, in order to provide an improved GPS service and completely

and accurately carry visual navigation direction information to the user. This configuration

may be easily implemented by controlling the operation of the external device through

20 signals for controlling the first and second lamps 34 and 35 of Fig. 3.

Figs. 5a and 5b are examples of the GPS service being provided using a mobile

communication terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification, according to the

present invention. As shown in Fig. 5a, when the terminal receives information of a signal
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indicating the left turn while receiving GPS information, a GPS service is provided in such

a manner that the LCD screen of the terminal displays information indicating the left turn.

A speaker also outputs a voice message corresponding to the information, for example, "tum

left in 300m'\ According to the present invention, one of the two lamps emits light for

5 indicating the left tum, as shown in Fig. 5b, which is combined with the output of the voice

information and the display of the information on the LCD screen, to allow the user to more

easily recognize the information even when it is difficult to discriminate the voice

information.

Figs. 6a and 6b are other examples ofthe GPS service being provided using a mobile

1 0 communication terminal including two lamps for incoming call notification, according to the

present invention. In this example, incoming call notification information can be provided

even while GPS information is displayed. In detail, ifthe terminal receives an incoming call

signal while the left lamp, e.g. the first lamp 34, emits light of a certain color for providing

the GPS information, the right lamp, e.g. the second lamp 35, which currently is not

1 5 displaying the GPS information will emit light of a color that is different fi-om the color of

the left lamp, so as to notify the user of the incoming call, as shown in Fig. 6a. In this

example, the lamps may be activated, combined with the generation ofa bell sound notifying

the incoming call termination.

As apparent from the above description, the present invention can promote users'

20 individuality and convenience by providing a mobile communication terminal using two

lamps for incoming call notification.

In addition, the two lamps for incoming call notification can be applied in displaying

GPS information, so as to accurately provide GPS information to the user even when it is
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difficult to discriminate voice information, for example, due to.ambient noise of the vehicle.

The method according to the present invention can be embodied as a program, which

can be stored in a recording medium, such as a CD ROM, a RAM, a floppy disk, a hard disk,

an optical magnetic disk, etc., in the computer-readable format.

5 Although the preferred embodiments ofthe present invention have been disclosed for

illustrative purposes, those skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications,

additions and substitutions are possible, without departing fi-om the scope and spirit of the

invention as disclosed in the accompanying claims.


